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THE TAKEAWAY

Adobe recently sponsored an IDC report, “The Business Value 
of Adobe Commerce Cloud,” for which IDC interviewed eight 
organizations that have established ecommerce operations on 
Adobe Commerce Cloud. These Adobe clients, all of which operate in 
competitive and fluid markets, linked their use of Adobe Commerce 
Cloud to significant incremental revenue gains and other business 
achievements, including, on average:

• 247% three-year ROI

• 11 months to break even

• $46.46 million in incremental sales per year

• 29% higher incremental revenue on Adobe Commerce Cloud

• 67% faster development of new features

• 50% more productive developers

• 35% more productive ecommerce teams

https://business.adobe.com/resources/ebooks/idc-business-value-adobe-commerce.html
https://business.adobe.com/resources/ebooks/idc-business-value-adobe-commerce.html
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TOTAL BENEFITS

IDC estimates that interviewed Adobe customers will achieve net 
benefits worth an annual average of $6.54 million per organization 
($32,100 per $1 million in sales on Adobe Commerce Cloud).

Average Annual Benefits 
per Organization

Key factors driving these benefits:

• Higher revenue by offering their products and services on a robust, 
flexible, and user-friendly omni channel ecommerce platform

• Faster delivery of new products, brands, and services to the 
market

• More benefits from consolidation on a single, high-performing 
ecommerce platform

• Better efficiency and effectiveness from teams that support their 
sellers and sales operations
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$6.54 million per year per organization

$872,600
Staff productivity gains 
(13% of benefits)

FIGURE 1
Average Annual Benefits per Organization

n = 8, Source: IDC In-depth Interviews, November 2020

Business Enablement
Study participants linked significantly higher revenue to their use of Adobe Commerce Cloud. 
Importantly, they confirmed that they were not only shifting sales from other channels or 
platforms to Adobe Commerce Cloud but that the platform was helping them address, compete 
for, and win net-new business opportunities. All interviewed Adobe customers operate in highly 
competitive markets, some of which are relatively mature, requiring them to not only hold onto 
their existing customers but win new customers. Finding ways to create meaningful competitive 
differentiation is therefore essential but also often challenging. However, study participants 
consistently described ways that they have used Adobe Commerce Cloud to deliver ecommerce 
possibilities to their customers in ways that generate new business opportunities, unlock latent 
demand, and create increased customer enthusiasm for their products.

Because interviewed Adobe customers all face unique business challenges that 
require finding individualized opportunities for growth, they described a variety of 
ways that Adobe Commerce Cloud has helped them differentiate their ecommerce 
offerings, including the following:

 Factory model enabling timely deployment of new brands:  
One study participant credited Adobe Commerce Cloud with enabling it to bring new brands 
to the market in far less time, allowing it to address demand for these brands in a timely way: 

“The factory model with Adobe Commerce Cloud enables fast deployment per brand per 
market. This is a model where the technology is basically seamless, and you just have to 
change the logo and the vendor’s name.”

 Platform flexibility enabling local markets:  
One interviewed Adobe customer noted that Adobe Commerce Cloud provides sufficient 
flexibility for it to tailor its ecommerce offerings to local market conditions:  

$5,669,700
Net revenue gains 

(87% of benefits)
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ANNUAL SALES GAINS 

In analyzing the business gains that study participants attributed to 
their use of Adobe Commerce Cloud, IDC concludes that, of more than 
$200 million per organization per year in sales on the platform, $46.46 
million are considered incremental sales (i.e., business that they would 
have been unlikely to win without Adobe Commerce Cloud).

($ per organization per year)

Otherwise stated, IDC calculates that study participants will 
recognize additional revenue related to their use of Adobe Commerce 
Cloud that will be worth more than 22 times their total investment 
costs in the platform over three years ($113.39 million incremental 
sales revenue compared with an average $5 million investment cost 
per organization over three years).

These higher sales attributable to Adobe Commerce Cloud represent 
29% higher revenue on the platform, specifically due to: 

• Business gains related to reaching new customers

• Having existing customers spend more

• Establishing a platform agile and flexible enough to match 
business needs

Revenue Gains on Adobe Commerce Cloud
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 $204,117,700
 $157,653,500

 $46,464,300

to win without Adobe Commerce Cloud). Otherwise stated, IDC calculates that study participants 
will recognize additional revenue related to their use of Adobe Commerce Cloud that will 
be worth more than 22 times their total investment costs in Adobe Commerce Cloud over three 
years ($113.39 million in higher revenue compared with investment costs of an average of  
$5 million per organization over three years). 

These higher sales attributable to Adobe Commerce Cloud represent 29% higher revenue on 
the platform. These business gains relate to reaching new customers, having existing customers 
spend more, and establishing a platform agile and flexible enough to match business needs. 
Thus, while study participants recognized that much of the sales they are moving to their 
ecommerce platforms represents a shift from brick and mortar or other online sales channels, 
they also reported that Adobe Commerce Cloud has enabled them to create and address 
sizable new sales opportunities, resulting in significant revenue gains and ultimately better 
business results.

FIGURE 2
Revenue Gains on Adobe Commerce Cloud 
($ per organization per year)

n = 8, Source: IDC In-depth Interviews, November 2020

Without Adobe 
Commerce Cloud

Additional revenue 
attributable to Adobe 

Commerce Cloud

With Adobe 
Commerce Cloud

29% higher revenue 
on platform

Enhanced Development and Agility
Study participants reported benefiting a significant extent from the agility and flexibility of Adobe 
Commerce Cloud. As a result, they can use Adobe Commerce Cloud in a variety of business 
situations — including rapidly changing conditions such as those caused by COVID-19 — and 
ensure that the platform delivers the functionality and features required by their ecommerce and 
business operations.

For interviewed Adobe customers, the benefits of Adobe Commerce Cloud begin with 
deployment. Several noted appreciating the ease with which they could implement the platform 
across their complex and changing business operations. One study participant commented: 

“The speed of deployment with Adobe Commerce Cloud is an important benefit for us because 
we went from zero to a fully integrated system in three months. This just doesn’t typically happen 
in a company our size.”
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IMPROVED ACROSS-THE-BOARD 
SALES METRICS

“We've improved our 
conversion rates by over 
50% with Adobe Commerce 
Cloud in a number of 
the markets that we've 
launched in so far. Our 
mobile conversion is also 
up, but not to the same 
degree... . Also, our average 
order value is up 5–10% and 
bounce rates are down 10–
15%, which is great.”
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DEVELOPMENT-RELATED EFFICIENCIES 

Study participants reported benefiting to a significant extent from the 
agility and flexibility of Adobe Commerce Cloud, with the ability to 
deliver new features and customer-facing services in far less time.

(% of improvement)

In addition, study participants described operational benefits, with 
13% higher average productivity levels for customer support teams 
with an average of more than 100 employees and 35% higher 
productivity for ecommerce teams. 

Development-Related Efficiencies with 
Adobe Commerce Cloud
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32%

64%

67%

Once deployed, study participants have continued to derive value from their ability 
to leverage it as an agile platform for adapting their ecommerce activities to changing 
market conditions.  One study participant noted: “What we’re doing with Adobe 
Commerce Cloud is the first truly agile program I’ve ever worked on at scale … . 
Magento’s been fantastic like that. In the first nine months of this year, we did about 
80 releases. It’s so very agile and very quick for us to make changes because we 
have control. I’d say our ability to make changes has improved by at least 200%.” 
Another participant cited its ability to make changes in days rather than up to months: 

“If we see an opportunity and we make a change, we just make that change in one 
day with Adobe Commerce Cloud, whereas it might have taken our previous systems 
integrator one month to complete the change. As a result, we’re far more nimble.”

Enhanced agility with Adobe Commerce Cloud has a direct impact on interviewed 
organizations’ ability to adapt to business conditions, those imposed by market 
conditions as well as customers and partners. One interviewed customer noted: 

“With Adobe Commerce Cloud, we’re much more flexible in adapting to distributors. 
The flexibility of Magento [Commerce] in any and all environments is its underlying 
strength.” Another study participant reported: “Adobe Commerce Cloud has 10+  
years of capabilities that have been built into it. The speed to get things out in front 
of people is paramount, especially in this landscape.”

Figure 3 demonstrates the substantial impact that Adobe Commerce Cloud has had on 
interviewed organizations’ development activities related to their ecommerce efforts. 
Study participants reported that they can deliver new features and customer-facing 
services in far less time with Adobe Commerce Cloud, requiring 67% and 64% less time, 
respectively. From a business perspective, these gains allow them to launch earlier in 
new markets — 32% earlier on average. Overall, these efficiencies contribute to much 
more productive and valuable ecommerce development activities, with interviewed 
Adobe customers reporting that these development teams are on average 50% more 
productive working on the Adobe Commerce platform (refer to Table 3, next page).

FIGURE 3
Development-Related Efficiencies with Adobe Commerce Cloud 
(% of improvement)

Develop new features and customer-facing 
services and experiences

Develop entirely new customer-facing 
services and experiences

Time required to launch 
in new market

n = 8, Source: IDC In-depth Interviews, November 2020

If we see an 
opportunity and 
we make a change, 
we just make that 
change in one 
day with Adobe 
Commerce Cloud, 
whereas it might 
have taken our 
previous systems 
integrator one 
month to complete 
the change. As a 
result, we’re far 
more nimble.”
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ENHANCED DEVELOPMENT  
AND AGILITY

“If we see an opportunity 
and we make a change, 
we just make that change 
in one day with Adobe 
Commerce Cloud, whereas 
it might have taken our 
previous systems integrator 
one month to complete the 
change. As a result, we’re 
far more nimble.”
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BUSINESS ENABLEMENT 

Study participants expressed a common need for a powerful, flexible 
platform that would allow them to demonstrate their digital expertise 
to customers who are increasingly digital first in buying patterns; the 
capacity to expand their business footprints with confidence into new 
markets, brands, and channels; and the ability to use it as a business-
wide platform that still offers strong customization as necessary.  

On Adobe Commerce Cloud

Digital Sales Strategies Deployed by 
Study Participants

Establishing a 
“factory model” 
for online sales of 
various brands 

Moving B2B 
customers from 
inefficient and 
ineffective call-in to 
online ordering

Using an enhanced 
online presence as 
a motivator to get 
customers in-store 

Integrating online 
sales activities with 
brick and mortar for 
models like click 
and connect 

Providing customers with 
a more self-service-type 
option with price/stock 
transparency as a way of 
reaching new customers
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ENHANCED DEVELOPMENT  
AND AGILITY

“The most significant 
benefit for us of Adobe 
Commerce Cloud is the 
flexibility we get from 
the platform – be it 
merchandising activities, 
marketing demand 
generation, spinning up 
a campaign, or creating 
content quickly… . Overall, 
our markets can do more 
a lot more quickly, which 
is ultimately what it’s all 
about.”
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READ THE FULL REPORT 

Click here to download the full IDC Business Value paper, sponsored 
by Adobe. If you’re looking to grow, or simply switch platforms, it’s an 
important read.  

Three-Year ROI Analysis

IDC’s standard Business Value methodology was utilized for this project; this methodology is 

based on gathering data from organizations using Adobe Commerce Cloud as the foundation 

for the model. Interviews were designed to understand both the quantitative and qualitative 

impact of using Adobe Commerce Cloud. Study participants were generally large enterprise-

level organizations, with complex business operations across many markets and regions, with an 

average of almost 67,000 employees and average annual revenue of $29 billion. Overall, they 

have customer bases that count well into the millions (average of 2.57 million customers) whom 

they service through an average of almost 123 million transactions per year. Interviewed Adobe 

customers brought the perspectives of organizations based in North America, Europe, Middle 

East, Africa (EMEA), and Asia Pacific (APAC) and industries that included sellers and retail/

wholesale, pharmaceutical, manufacturing, and technology companies.
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ROI Summary
Table 4 provides IDC’s summary of the benefits and investment costs for interviewed 
organizations’ use of Adobe Commerce Cloud. Study participants reported achieving discounted 
benefits worth an average of $15.30 million per organization ($74,900 per $1 million in platform 
sales) over three years based on higher net revenue and staff efficiencies. These benefits 
compare with total discounted investment costs of $4.41 million per organization ($21,600 per 
$1 million in platform sales) over three years, which include the cost of third-party support for 
both initial and ongoing development of Adobe Commerce Cloud. These levels of benefits and 
investment costs result in an average three-year ROI of 247% and breakeven in investment 
in 11 months, reflecting the strong value for study participants of using Adobe Commerce Cloud.

TABLE 4

Three-Year ROI Analysis

Average per Organization Average per $1 Million 
in Platform Sales

Benefit (discounted) $15.30 million $74,900

Investment (discounted) $4.41 million $21,600

Net present value (NPV) $10.89 million $53,400

Return on investment (ROI) 247% 247%

Payback 11 months 11 months

Discount rate 12% 12%

n = 8, Source: IDC In-depth Interviews, November 2020

https://business.adobe.com/resources/ebooks/idc-business-value-adobe-commerce.html
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ABOUT DENTSU COMMERCE

Tapping into the capabilities of our award-winning agencies, we 
provide end-to-end commerce solutions spanning media, brand 
creative, ecommerce experiences, retail strategy, customer 
relationship management, and fulfillment to help our client grow 
their revenue. 

With 6,100 people in 51 worldwide markets across six continents, no 
other company has the scope and breadth of dentsu. And as a global 
platinum Adobe partner and an Adobe ISV partner, our partnership 
with Adobe Commerce has helped brands of all sizes fight and win in 
the new digital world of end-to-end commerce.  

Ready to talk further? Reach out to our team at  
dentsu.commerce@dentsu.com. 

mailto:dentsu.commerce%40dentsu.com?subject=

